'A cairn supported at its edge by large stones may be removed .... The ring which is left looks like a stone circle. ' (Thorn, 1967, 65) . Professor A. Thorn has surveyed a large number of archaeological sites (Thorn, 1967; 1971) . These surveys provide the basis from which he deduces the existence of the Megalithic Yard (MY), Megalithic Geometry and Megalithic Astronomy. In considering his evidence for these aspects of 'megalithic science' it is pertinent to enquire of each site: Does it date from the Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age? Is it correctly identified? Do the stones occupy their original positions? Is the site plan accurate? Has the site already been discussed, or since discussed, in the archaeological literature? The example of Unival, discussed in detail later, shows that here Thorn has made a serious error in identifying the site, and very probably made surveying errors. These errors vitiate part of his discussion of an important site. This mis-identification, and similar ones, could have been avoided if the archaeological literature had been consulted. Burl, 1976 , mentions some of these sorts of errors: the Botallek circles were probably smallish hut-circles; the Nine Maidens at Porthmeor was probably a dilapidated walled hut-enclosure; outliers to Grey Croft and Castlerigg stone circles were buried and subsequently re-erected, but not necessarily in their original positions; and socalled megalithic ellipses at Fowlis Wester were in fact circular settings. Daniel (1975) , draws attention to the probability that the erucuno rectangle was an eighteenth-century folly. Thom and Thom 37 (1978a) , correct the geometrical interpretation of Fowlis Wester and reject the possibility that Crucuno could be anything but megalithic.
The site at Kintraw (NGR: NM 830°5°, Thom 1967; 1971) is one of potential extreme accuracy for the observation of mid-winter sunset, and has been much discussed following MacKie's excavation of the associated' observing platform' (MacKie 1974; 1977) · The cairns at Kintraw have been excavated (Simpson, 1969) . (The metric scale in Simpson's plan is meaningless, for it implies that 2·8 feet = I metre and 2 X la = 25. In what follows it is assumed that Simpson's imperial scale is accurate. At least it is in agreement with the measurements given in his text.) If Thom's plan of Kintraw (1967, Fig. 12 .1) is compared with Simpson's, several discrepancies are immediately apparent. The smaller cairn, Simpson's cairn B, has a kerb around it. He gives the diameter of this sub-circular cairn as I 1ft (3'4 m). Thorn takes it to be a stone circle (i.e. truly circular), and gives its diameter as 21'4 ft (6'5 m). Both plans agree on the distance between the centres of the two cairns (about 64 ft, 19'5 m), on the size of the larger cairn (49ft, 15 m) and on the relative position of the menhir. However, the bearing of the line joining the cairn centres is 84°on Simpson's plan, but 60°on Thorn's, Assuming Simpson gives a magnetic north rather than true north is not sufficient to account for this discrepancy. Further, the orientation of the small cist on the north-west side of cairn B with respect to the line joining the cairn centres differs in each plan.
These differences matter because Thorn uses the Spring 1979 and has now been re-erected, so that it stands vertically.
In view of the importance of Kintraw in discussions of Megalithic Astronomy it seems somewhat surprising that no-one has remarked (to the best of my knowledge) on the differences in the two published site plans. A similar situation holds at Unival, a site to which Thorn attaches great importance. Hadingham (1975) seems to have been the first to realize that Thom's site 'Leacach an Tigh Chloiche' (The Stone House on the Ridge) is identical with the chambered cairn of Unival (or Uneval), North Uist, excavated by Sir Lindsay Scott (Scott, 1947) . However, Hadingham did not take the next step of comparing the two published site plans for Unival. When Thom's plan for Unival is compared with Scott's (Moir, 1978) , several interesting points emerge.
At present Unival consists of several standing stones representing the remains of the burial chamber and its passage, and the remains of the peristalith. The cairn material has mostly vanished except where it has been incorporated into ironage huts on the north and east sides of the cairn. There is a nearby standing stone, to the west of the cairn. Sufficient of the orthostats remain for the true nature of the site to be apparent to me before
• Known by Thorn as Miltown of Clava, B 7/2. reading Scott's paper. Thus the site has not deteriorated unduly since excavation.
Thom describes the site thus (Thom, 1967, 131) : 'It is the most important site in the island (i.e. N. Uist) and consists of a mixture of open kists and upright stones. The latter seem to form an ellipse 20 X 13 MY, which gives a calculated perimeter of 52'42.' Presumably the 'open kists' are, at least in part, the iron-age huts. In order to compare Thom's and Scott's plans (FIG. I ), Scott's plan has been simplified and reorientated.
Various differences between the two plans are evident. The orientation of Thorn's stone 'D', the tallest orthostat at the back of the chamber, is different from that shown by Scott. The line of the kerb on the south-east side differs in each plan. It is not clear which of the kerb stones 'E' is supposed to be. Although Thom claims that the upright stones form an ellipse, only four of them lie on his ellipse. He has chosen to emphasize these four, stones B, C, D and E, and draw an ellipse through them. It is not clear why these stones have been selected and others ignored. Four stones are not enough to uniquely define an ellipse, although the condition that the stones are also tangent to the ellipse would be sufficient to define the curve. Three of the stones lie on the outside of the curve, but the fourth is to the inside. In any event, if the builders of the cairn had intended to define an ellip se by part of the kerb and one of the rear stones of t he chamber, this ellipse would have been hidden once the cairn was put up.
In discussing the astronomical uses of Unival Thom draws attention to the fact that it stands out on the horizon when viewed from other megalithic sites below. Thus it could function as the foresight in astronomical sighting lines. However, the property of being visible against the sky from below is more easily eXplained in terms of its function as a chambered tomb, which is often thus positioned. Also, not all the sighting lines from nearby sites have astronomical explanations. Those that do I have considered in detail (Moir, 1978) . Two of them will be discussed briefly here, as they illustrate criticisms of Megalithic Astronomy that can be made at other sites.
The large, flat-sided, standing stone, 'A', is claimed by Thom to indicate Ben Tuath, on Wiay, some 13 miles (21 km) distant, to the south-southeast, where the moon would rise at its major standstill (Thom, 1967, 131; 1971, 70) . The horizon altitude of the foresight is so low (-10') that great MEGALITHIC SCIENCE 39
Fig. I (a, left) Leacach an Tigh Chloiche (after Thom). (b, right) Unival (after Scott)
difficulties would be experienced in its use. These difficulties, principally caused by atmospheric absorption and variable refraction, are discussed in Moir (1979) . Also the horizon profile for Ben Tuath is calculated from maps, not surveyed on site. This is a potentially dangerous procedure, for nearby ground may obscure the sight-line, as at the Callanish avenue looking south (Cooke et al., 1977) , and it can be an inaccurate procedure. However, for the line to Ben Tuath this inaccuracy would be small, and nothing does obscure the view. Thorn and Thorn (1978b) The other astronomical use of Unival to be discussed here is the proposal by Thorn that it functions as a backsight for a calendrical line (corresponding to sunrise at months II and 13 in his Megalithic calendar). The foresights are two ruinous sites about 3 miles (5 km) away on lower ground. The line of sight is well below the horizon, which, in my opinion, precludes its use for astronomical purposes. Also I could not see the foresights without the aid of binoculars. At other sites I have visited the foresights have been similarly indistinct, e.g. Brogar, or with the line of sight directed well below the horizon, e.g. the Callanish avenue looking north.
After discussing Unival, Thorn (1967, 133) concludes, 'Thus it appears that The House on the Ridge is one of the most important sites in Britain ... ' Because it is such an important site it is essential to resolve the discrepancies between Thorn's and Scott's plans. The independent survey by Ruggles and Norris (see below) is most opportune and I am grateful for being allowed to examine their plan before its publication. It is clear that Scott's plan is essentially correct. It is to be hoped that Kintraw can be resurveyed and the differences there resolved.
Another site where differences exist between plans is Learable Hill, Sutherland. Almost all of the stones shown in the Royal Commission's plan (RCAHM-S, 19II, Fig. 54) can be fairly easily located on the ground. Thorn (1967, Fig. 12.13) shows only a portion of the site. He shows the menhir in the wrong position. Two of the stone rows, for which Thorn proposes astronomical explanations, are shown in the Commission's plan to extend beyond the area planned by Thorn. In fact these extensions are down a slope, whereas Thorn has chosen to show only those stones situated on a relatively flat part of the site. Thus though Thorn may believe of stone rows (1967, 158) , 'Those on Learable Hill ... are easy of interpretation', it must be recorded that his plan shows less than half the stones at that site.
The criticisms of Thorn's work given above suggest that the foundations of Megalithic Science are not as certain as may have been thought. We add some remarks about the Unival site, relevant to Moir's discussion, which derive from an independent survey undertaken on 29 July 1979· We surveyed only extant features, without reference either to Scott's excavation report (Scott, 1947) , or to Thorn's sketch plan (Thorn, 1967,132) . The resulting groundplan is reproduced here (FIG. 2) . The site was surveyed using a Kern DKM-l theodolite reading to 10", and steel measuring tape. Theodolite stations were set up at T l' T 2 and T 3 and tied in to the required accuracy by repeated measurement of reference objects. The direction of due north was accurately determined by observations of the sun, timed using a calibrated quartz crystal wristwatch. Primary points were established by making chalk marks on fixed stones; each primary point was surveyed from at least one theodolite station. Tape and magnetic compass measurements were then taken relative to primary points on individual stones in order to determine their shape and orientation. Measured points have been reduced to the horizontal plane and plotted relative to an arbitrary origin to the SW of the site. The uncertainty in the position of any primary point is never greater than ± 0'03m in either axis.
Part II by Clive Ruggles & Ray Norris
The probable error in orientation of individual stones is ± 2°, so that even for large stones (such as m) with only one primary point, the position on the plan of any part of the stone should be correct to O·lm.
Heights of standing stones are marked on the plan. Where stones are leaning this is the present vertical distance of the highest point above ground level at the base, rather than the assumed height if vertical. All stones higher than O·srn are included. Baselines are shown pecked wherever overgrowing vegetation ma..k.esthem uncertain. Stones g and n have fallen inwards against the wall of the cairn; their full extent above ground is shown, but with the entire outline pecked except for that part which formed the baseline when the stone was standing. The following features are also shown on the plan, but have not been surveyed accurately and are included only fm'the purposes of rough comparison: (i) two large fallen slabs which have not become overgrown; (ii) those iron age hut walls which remain clearly discernible; and (iii) four disturbed areas where large concentrations of small, nonearthfast stones occur. There are, of course, other small stones all over the site. By drawing a five-metre grid orientated NSEW over a copy of Scott's plan, we have been able to compare it with our own. We find that each of stones a to r is marked on Scott's plan, although stone f, a kerbstone which was shifted during the iron age occupation, is marked in outline only. There is close agreement, certainly to within O· srn, as to the positions of each of these stones. The orientations of several are noticeably different, the greatest discrepancies being about IS°for stone c and about 10°for stones a and o. Five further standing orthostats are marked by Scott: a chamber orthostat on either side of h, one of which 
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we mark as fallen; a stone on either side of the antechamber, and a kerbstone immediately to the W of q. The positions of iron age structures are also in agreement, although Scott did not excavate what he took to be an outhouse around stone d and marks it only as a 'disturbed area'. In conclusion, we find our plan in good broad agreement with Scott's, allowing for deterioration since his excavation. Thorn's plan was compared in a similar manner, but since it is only a sketch plan reproduced at small scale, the uncertainties are much larger. The stones he marks as B, c and D are clearly identifiable respectively as kerbstones band c, and the westernmost chamber orthostat i; their positions (and that of the outlier a) are in satisfactory agreement, say to within Im. We also agree, say to within 5°, on the orientations of stones a to c (note that Scott's orientations fora and c differ noticeably). However, for stone iwe concur with Scott's orientation and find Thorn's to be approximately 20°different. Other stones are marked by Thorn in outline only but correspond roughly in position to standing stones we have marked. They are chamber orthostats h, j, k and I and eastern kerbstones m, n, 0 and possibly g, though this is indistinct.
Northern kerbstones d and e are entirely absent from Thorn's plan, but a large stone to the NE seems to correspond to stone f (though roughly 2m to the S of our position for the stone). On the S of the site, Thorn's plan differs completely from ours. Instead of kerbstones p, q and r he marks three stones, two in outline and one labelled as E, which occupy positions some 2-3m inside the kerb as determined by us. The middle (southern-most) of these corresponds in orientation to stone q, but the others (including 'E') have entirely different orientations from p-r.
Neither our plan nor Scott's reveals any standing stone that resembles Thorn's stone E, either at or within several metres of the position marked by Thorn. Yet this is one of four points through which a fitted ellipse is shown. Kerbstones d and e, if marked on Thorn's plan, would lie at least roughly on his ellipse, and we feel it quite possible (since, as Moir points out, four points do not uniquely define an ellipse) that Thorn surveyed them, fitted his ellipse through them, and only subsequently omitted them. However, even so, the ellipse includes a mixture of chamber orthostat and kerbstones, and runs about 3m inside the kerb at the south, and considerably to the west of the eastern kerb.
In his sketch plan Thorn has chosen to emphasize only those standing stones which fit onto his geometrical construction, together with the outlier. There appears to be no other basis for selecting these particular stones for emphasis: they are not, for example, the tallest or most conspicuous stones, as a perusal of the heights marked on FIG. 2 will show. As Thorn's normal convention (Thorn, 1967, 56) is to mark standing stones in black and fallen ones in outline only, there is room here for the casual reader to be misled into thinking that those stones which form the ellipse are the most prominent at the site.
The site may conceivably have been surveyed by Thorn in the early 1930S before Scott's excavation, and in any case remains open to continued disturbance: thus it would be dangerous to conclude from this evidence alone that Thorn's survey was necessarily in error. However, we do feel that there are two ways in which Thorn's work at this particular site is open to criticism. First, his geometrical construction rests upon an apparently arbitrary choice of stones which is unrelated to any primary archaeological structure revealed by Scott's excavations; and secondly, the evidence is presented in a manner which will mislead the casual reader into thinking that this particular interpretation is far more clear-cut than it is.
Moir proceeds to discuss the astronomical interpretation of the site. Since Thorn's only astronomical foresight (Wiay) indicated by an alignment at the site itself involves only the outlier a, and since inter-site indications are unaffected by the particular construction of the site, the discussion above does not in itself affect any astronomical theory. Because the evidence for astronomical interpretations of megalithic sites is cumulative and rests necessarily upon statistical considerations, a worthwhile reassessment of megalithic astronomy must take into account evidence from revisits to and resurveys of a large number of sites. The same is true, separately, of any reassessment of Thorn's geometrical constructions, given that we are keen to do something constructive with the body of evidence presented by Thorn rather than merely to indulge in exposing such errors as any investigator, especially an innovator working in an interdisciplinary field, is wont from time to time to make.
